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In the summer of 2016 a technology revolution swept the world from an 
unsuspecting place, a mobile game called Pokémon: Go. Almost immediately upon 
release, this application reached white-hot growth with a user-base spanning the globe, 
sparking new methods of interacting with communities. Behind the app, a driving force 
of the popularity, is the technology known as augmented reality (AR). This innovative 
medium, which intersects the “real-world” with the “digital-world,” is set to impact many 
aspects of life. As planning professionals are closely involved with the development and 
growth of communities, this thesis serves as a tool to determine how AR may be applied 
to enhance planning efforts. Throughout this thesis, light is shed upon the nature of 
technology as a component of our society, the role of technology within the planning 
profession, case studies of augmented reality planning applications, and the concerns to 
consider with augmented reality. Based on extensive and robust literature review and 
multiple interviews with a variety of planning professionals, the relationship between 
urban planning and technology is closely analyzed. The intent of this thesis is to serve a 
tool for planners and planning-minded individuals of all sorts to understand the 
capabilities and potential in utilizing augmented reality technology.  
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Chapter 1 : Planning Meets Tech  
When you ask two people to envision the roles and responsibilities of a 
Community and Regional Planner (or City/Rural/Regional Planner) their ideas of the role 
will almost certainly differ in some ways. This reflects the inherent nature that the realm 
of community and regional planning is particularly difficult to pin down into consistent 
roles and responsibilities across the varied fields, levels, and organization types. This 
challenge is certainly not exclusive to the field of community/regional planning; many 
professionals have difficulty in conveying to the general public just what exactly “they 
do.”     
Planning is in fact a profession of multitudes: career opportunities ebb and flow, 
depending on one’s passion and skillset. Roles in historic preservation, economic 
development, environmental policy, natural resource management, research analysis, 
transportation, housing, urban design, and countless others can be found strewn about the 
world. These professionals work in several different settings and organizations as well, 
from private to public to non-profit to academia. The scope of planning and whom it 
serves is a broad spectrum. The various theories that fuel planning initiatives are also 
diverse, ranging from technical roles like GIS analyst, to facilitation, conflict resolution 
and advocacy (Brooks, 2002).  
This very nature of planning leads to feelings of excitement, but also of anxiety. 
The unknown can be quite frightening at times, but when reflecting on the ambiguity in 
planning and the planning process it becomes more and more clear that navigating 
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through uncertainty is a necessary component for success in this field. In reality, our 
seemingly scattered roles and responsibilities reflect the complex nature of the social and 
natural environment in which we operate and serve. Without ambiguity and complex 
interconnected community systems, our work would be devoid of public value. 
Throughout the history of human civilization it remains clear that social and 
technological adaptation, from small increments to whole cloth transformation, is 
necessary to strengthen and grow communities.  
Economic development professionals must not only shift their process to adapt to 
economic conditions and opportunities, but they must also understand and incorporate the 
societal values of the community that they serve. Transportation planners must stay in-
tune with the technological advancements in asphalt production, but also take in to 
account the personal attitudes of citizens regarding multi-modal mobility options in their 
city. For each planning professional and field, you can point towards the various inputs 
and outputs that cause this necessary chaotic complexity. It seems that most planning 
positions have been formed from these pressures and necessities to solve problems, to 
resolve conflict, to facilitate the planning process where it is needed most.  
When considering subjects for my master’s thesis, I wanted to determine which 
areas of planning were as important as the commonly noted individual categories 
(historic preservation, housing, etc.) but have been largely neglected or under-represented 
by the field. A few ideas came across my purview, including nightlife planning, 
behavioral economics, and waste management, but one notion repeatedly returned to my 
thoughts and made itself clear: technology adaptation. I am not suggesting that 
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technology or any of the previously considered ideas are not currently present in the 
planning profession, but in my experience and exposure. I have found these areas 
severely lacking in the mainstream discourse and largely inactive in the professional 
planning consciousness. To me, technology adaptation was the highest and most glaring 
M.I.A. component. 
Fortunately, this realization of my focus area coincided with one of the most rapid 
(perhaps rabid) technology/society sweeps in the past few years: Pokémon: Go. This 
mobile app/game gained widespread adoption by demographic groups of all sorts. The 
integral GPS integration led people to explore and actively engage with their cities and 
towns with unprecedented fervor, collecting digital Pokémon monsters, joining teams, 
and controlling virtual gyms located at real landmarks. I will delve into more details on 
Pokémon: Go in later chapters, but for now, it is important to note that it pointed me to a 
particular technology: augmented reality.  
Upon considering this subject and ultimately selecting it, I have developed a few 
key explanatory concepts for people who are unfamiliar with augmented reality. In 
Figure 1.1, we see the “Mixed-Reality Spectrum” with the leftmost side representing 
“Real Life,” or what exists in physical reality. On the rightmost side, we see “Virtual 
Reality,” where an entirely immersive digital experience surrounds the user. Augmented 
reality, which exists at the center, is a hybrid of the two other forms. While examples can 
occasionally differ, AR typically exists as a digital overlay on physical environments. 
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 When one considers the history of technology, it is impossible to break free the 
relationship of human development and technical innovation. From the first fire, humans 
have utilized combinations of tools, skills, and knowledge to surpass not only all other 
species but also previous generations. The common phrase “standing on the shoulders…” 
signifies this compounding nature of development, where nothing is entirely original but 
rather built upon prior versions. A simplified comparison would be the discovery of radio 
became a 2.0 update of written word, and motion picture the 3.0 update from radio. In 
truth, each of these innovations retains unique advantages and disadvantages while still 
holding a place in modern society amongst its successors.  
 It is with this contextual view that technology should be analyzed: not as a series 
of self-contained developments in a vacuum but as simultaneously evolving components 
of society. This societal lens will be focused on more intricately in Chapter 3: 
Figure 1.1: Mixed Reality Spectrum 
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“Predictions and Society,” but for the following chapter we will keep this view in mind as 
we delve into the history of augmented reality.  
 In terms of my overall approach and research methodology of this thesis, I’ve 
centered around a few key research questions: 
 What is the role of technology in our communities? 
 How important is it for planners to stay current with technology? 
 Should planning professionals consider augmented reality as a useful technology 
in their field? 
 What concerns may exist with augmented reality in society? 
 In order to answer these questions, my research methodology includes a robust 
literature review -- from instructional books, research papers, scientific journals, industry 
publications, media coverage, developer notes, and much more. For primary sources, I 
have conducted digital interviews with professionals involved in city administration, 
urban planning, innovative planning/culture thinking, and augmented reality 
development. Additionally, I sought out augmented reality experiences myself, learning 
basic application development concepts and experimenting with its applicability. For 
each question in order, I followed a cascading approach where the answer to one left 
meaningful foundational support to the next. The role of technology in society leads to 
how planners should consider it, further leading to augmented reality applications and 
finally the cations and concerns with this specific technology. 
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 My selection process for the digital (email) interviews consisted of reaching out 
on social media platforms like Twitter and Facebook for professionals interested in 
speaking with me, as well as emailing every city listed as a finalist in the Department of 
Transportation’s 2016 Smart City Challenge, indicating interest in technology and 
advanced applications. These interviews can be found in full in the Appendix. My aim 
was to incorporate feedback from different functional areas of the planning profession as 
well as from the technology sector itself.   
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Chapter 2 : History of Augmented Reality  
 On their official website, the prominent mobile augmented reality (AR) 
development company, so cleverly called “Augment,” presents a cleanly detailed 
infographic on the history of augmented reality (Augment, 2016). The first segment of 
this three-part timeline (Figure 2.1) places the birth of what would eventually become AR 
in 1968. In this chapter, I will follow along particular items in this three-part infographic 
as a guide, providing further details, contexts, and new items that I believe deserve 
attention. This analysis is not meant to be exhaustively complete but instead provides a 
useful narrative on this currently emerging technology.  
 My primary resource for the historic context of augmented reality technology 
through today, as well as a notable influence on my research and interest in AR, is via 
Augmented Reality: Principles and Practice authored in 2016 by Dieter Schmalstieg and 
Tobias Hollerer (Schmalsteig & Hollerer, 2016). This book contains an impressive 
bounty of general practice augmented reality principles and concepts, including the 
development context as well as potential use cases. I consider this literature essential in 
building a consolidated understanding of augmented reality, which I will focus towards 
planning-specific functions in subsequent chapters.  
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Figure 2.1: History of AR Part 1 (Augment, 2016) 
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1968-1980s 
 The most commonly referenced “founding father” of augmented reality is noted 
technology pioneer Ivan Sutherland (Schmalsteig & Hollerer, 2016). Sutherland’s 1968 
head-mounted virtual reality system, “The Sword of Damocles,” introduced what 
Sutherland coined “the ultimate display,” which simulates the user’s entire environment 
and superimposes holographic displays into real world scenes (Sutherland, 1968). 
Interestingly, the “Sword of Damocles,” a reference to the Roman tale of the often unseen 
perils and pitfalls of power, hints at Sutherland’s perhaps accidental prescience of 
potential societal consequences-- issues that will be addressed in Chapter 6: Cautions and 
Concerns.  
 This introduction of digital rendering with visual perspective opened a new world 
of virtual reality innovation and development previously only found in tales of science 
fiction. The combination of virtual reality with the ever-advancing computing capabilities 
from the 1970s onward enabled continual advancement of VR and the achievement of 
several notable milestones.  
 As depicted in Figure 2.1, Myron Krueger, a computer graphics researcher, 
developed in 1974 what he coined “Videoplace” (Krueger, 1977). Videoplace operated as 
a sort of augmented reality testing space where artificial renderings were projected into a 
user’s environment, meaning no external devices were required on behalf of the user. For 
a full experience, several technological devices, such as state-of-the-art input devices 
(cameras, for example) were required to accurately track user behavior, and output 
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devices such as projectors were used to simulate the intended immersive environment. 
The result of the Videoplace was a laboratory setting where users in two different rooms 
were able to interact in quasi-physical fashion. Objects could be picked up and thrown 
despite lacking the physical sensations encountered in the real world. This revolutionary 
experience broke ground on what augmented and virtual realities could become. 
  Although there were many incremental developments for mixed reality in the 
1970s through 1980s, it wasn’t until 1990 (see Figure 2.1) that a name was born for the 
growing technology: “augmented reality” (Lee, 2012). The term emerged via Boeing 
researcher Tom Caudell in his studies on how to help engineers and assembly workers 
more accurately perform their duties with digital schematics guiding their intricate work 
(Schmalsteig & Hollerer, 2016). The development of new technology, accompanied by 
the emergence of new terminology and specialized language, typically leads towards a 
surge of capital investment and financial support. Once “Augmented Reality” became a 
defined technology, it could be discussed and experimented with much more easily.  
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1990-2010 
 The 1990s world of augmented reality experienced a wide variety of 
advancements and tests, with varying degrees of influence and success. Robotics inventor 
and Stanford alum Louis Rosenberg designed what is thought of as the first immersive 
augmented reality system, called “Virtual Fixtures” (Rosenberg, 1992). This system 
enabled users, with the help of robotic appendages, to perform tasks of labor from remote 
environments. Although the user could perform the task without the aid of the augmented 
reality virtual fixtures, it was found that “fixtures composed of haptic and auditory 
perceptual overlays increased operator performance up to 70%” (Rosenberg, 1992, p. 39). 
This simulation grounded the user with the sensory information necessary for completing 
the auxiliary tasks of the assignment.  
 Imagine wearing a gauntlet on your right arm that is wirelessly connected to an 
exact replica gauntlet in another room. Whenever you curl your fingers or lift your arm 
the replica does the same. Your room is an empty cube but the replica gauntlet’s room 
contains a jigsaw puzzle with one thousand pieces on a lone table. Let’s say you must 
complete the puzzle using a simple computer monitor with a fixed camera pointed at the 
puzzle as your only real-time visual aid. Now let’s say the room you are in has been 
digitally rendered to exactly match the replica room. Each puzzle piece is projected onto 
the table, which is also a projection. While the first scenario isn’t impossible, the 
imagined difficulty is swept away with the augmented reality environment presented in 
the second case. None of the digital renderings are in a sense “real,” yet they nestle 
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themselves in our brains, providing the perception and precision needed for performing 
intricate tasks.   
 Continuing down our timeline of AR history, in 1994 an acrobatic performance 
production featured real-time interaction with virtually rendered components. The 
production, called “Dancing in Cyberspace,” was funded by the Australia Council for the 
Arts and conveyed that the societal value of augmented reality was not just limited to the 
realms of engineering and science, but to the arts and humanities as well (Augment, 
2016). Quite possibly the most well-known general use of augmented reality appeared in 
1998 as the “1st & Ten” system (see Figure 2.2) which displayed the yellow first down 
line on the football field during broadcasted NFL games (Augment, 2016).  
 The following year, 1999, saw a return to science and engineering development 
for augmented reality. NASA’s “Hybrid Synthetic Vision” system assisted spacecraft 
navigation with digital visual references (AvationNow.com Staff, 2001) while the 
“Battlefield Augmented Reality System,” or BARS, was developed by the US Navy as a 
potential wearable AR warfare system meant for providing critical real-time information 
displays during urban conflicts (U.S. Naval Research Laboratory, 2017). In 2000 a freely 
available user friendly augmented reality developing software “ARToolKit” was 
released. This open source library enabled widespread experimentation without extensive 
prior knowledge of augmented reality and is still commonly used today for mobile AR 
applications (ARToolKit, 2017). In 2009, this tool kit enabled web browser capability, 
casting a wider net in the potential use cases for AR as exemplified in Esquire 
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Magazine’s printed advertisement with augmented reality functionality causing objects to 
emerge from the pages (Augment, 2016).  
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Figure 2.2: History of AR Part 2 (Augment, 2016) 
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2010-2017  
 As we enter into “The Now” phase of the AR timeline (Figure 2.3) we see rapid 
developments occurring as augmented reality approaches mainstream commercial 
adoption. In 2013 personal vehicle manufacturer Volkswagen released the “Mobile 
Augmented Reality Technical Assistance,” or MARTA app, which provided 
incrementally guided visual instructions for mechanical and repair work on vehicles 
(Jaynes, 2013). In the same year, technology giant Google announced one of the most 
ambitious augmented reality hardware concepts in the history of AR: Google Glass 
(Miller, 2013). In 2014 a still somewhat mysterious company known as Magic Leap 
launched a massive venture fund (Gelles & Merced, 2014) dedicated to augmented reality 
development with current figures reaching billions of dollars raised and a company 
valuation estimation at around $4.5 billion (Bradshaw, 2016).  
 In 2015 Microsoft introduced the “HoloLens,” which provided consumer-level 
augmented reality experiences in high definition via a connected headset (Augment, 
2016). Showing off popular games and experiences like Minecraft, a free roaming game 
of exploration and construction being played on intricate holographic set pieces on your 
table at home, built excitement for many tech enthusiasts and commercial users 
(Microsoft, 2017).  
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Figure 2.3: History of AR Part 3 (Augment, 2016) 
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 In the summer of 2016, an unsuspecting augmented reality mobile game called 
Pokémon: Go became an overnight cultural sensation. Stories emerged of people 
accidentally walking off cliffs as well as embarking on en-masse visits to local 
cemeteries (Willingham, 2016). Pokémon: Go brought with it massive behavioral 
changes influencing community engagement and the built environment. This is largely 
the inspiration for my interest in augmented reality and its connection with urban 
planning as my thesis subject.  
 The gates of Memorial Stadium at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln (home of 
Husker football) were opened in 2016 for around 3,700 roving Pokémon: Goers to catch 
rare creatures on the football field (Planos, 2016). While attending the event, I spoke to 
several people who had visited locations in Lincoln, Nebraska, that they had never been 
to before. Some had even altered their diet towards healthier energizing foods in order to 
endure the new influx of physical and communal activity. As of January 31, 2017, the 
estimated total gross of Pokémon: Go had “surpassed $1 billion” worldwide, earning it 
the most rapid financial growth of any mobile game in history (Nelson, 2017). During its 
white-hot period, the app earned an incredible “more than $18 million in one day” but 
that number remains a steady “$1.5 to 2.5 million per day” today, meaning the users are 
still there but not as intensely as before (Nelson, 2017).  
 From 1968’s Sword of Damocles to today’s Pokémon: Go, augmented reality has 
experienced varying degrees of interest and investment. Recently it has been consistently 
surging towards the top of exciting new technologies soon to be released into broader 
society. Digi-Capital, an AR/VR advisory and research firm, forecasts mobile augmented 
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Figure 2.4: AR/VR Market Forecast (Digi-Capital, 2016) 
reality to be the driving factor of the market with estimates of $120 billion (Figure 2.4) as 
total AR/VR annual revenue by 2020 (Digi-Capital, 2017). While Pokémon: Go may 
have fizzled a little in terms of a cultural mainstay, the economic, social and 
technological evidence points towards a bright and prominent future for augmented 
reality.  
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Chapter 3 : Predictions and Society 
 For essentially all of human history, humankind has dabbled in the practice of 
predicting the future. Most predictions made in antiquity are now referred to as prophecy, 
while today we have far more scientific terms like statistical probabilities, trend 
forecasting, and futurism. It would be simply false to claim our prediction methodology 
and technology hasn’t developed and earned more credibility along those centuries upon 
centuries, but at the very heart of predictions lie unknowable beasts. Even if these visions 
of the future prove mostly correct, the steps leading up to them and the influence of the 
technology and behavior could be completely incorrect.  
The Nature of Predictions 
Not many analysts fully understood how massive technology movements such as 
global internet or mobile computing have impacted nearly every culture on Earth so 
significantly. In the study of the future, or futurology, there is a notion of the “three P's 
and a W,” meaning the “possible, probable, and preferable futures, plus wildcards, 
which are low-probability, high-impact events, should they occur” (World Future Society 
Member Network, 2017). In this thesis, my aim is to focus on the probable future, but 
attempt to leave room open for the others, as they also hold relevance.  
The primary reason for including a discussion of prediction is to clarify that I do 
not hold the path of technological advancement of augmented reality here to be an 
absolute truth by any metric. My arguments and conclusions are all backed by research, 
evidence, and several real-world case studies, but even the most internally sound 
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argument falls apart when the external environment can suddenly shift far from its 
current position. This thesis is meant to be a collection of reasonable possibilities for the 
near-future of augmented reality in the planning profession, based on current 
developments, case studies, and the underpinnings of technology advancement trends. In 
order to grasp this level of scope, there are certain larger contexts that need to be 
understood.  
Social Fabric 
A machine is not recognized initially as a collection of parts, but as the machine 
itself. A car, for instance, is not typically referred to as a set of wheels, gears, and bolts, 
but as a car, the social shorthand for the shared functions of the individual components. 
The role and functionality of a component of the machine is better understood when first 
studying the role and functionality of the machine as a whole. All of this means I will 
attempt to introduce technology and behavior forecasts at a broader scale before focusing 
into the overall vision of augmented reality in society. 
Before I introduce my predictive elements, I’d like to establish a groundwork of 
social system analysis. Per Gregory Hayden in his book, Policymaking for a Good 
Society: The Social Fabric Matrix Approach to Policy Analysis and Program Evaluation 
(Hayden, 2006), we see what he refers to as the social fabric matrix (Figure 3.1: Social 
Fabric Matrix Components). An entire thesis could be written about the Social Fabric 
Matrix, or SFM analysis of social systems, but I will condense it to the more relevant bits 
for my particular subject.  
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In this diagram, we see six primary components (fully circled) with Social 
Institutions as the core. To and from each component there are a number of deliveries 
being made (in the form of arrowed lines); most frequently we see criteria flowing toward 
the institution core. Technology advancement (as represented as one of six societal 
components) in itself should not be treated as a self-contained process, but one that is 
contingent upon social institutions, environmental capability and social beliefs. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The goal of this analysis is to break down the machine we recognize as society, 
and consider how it churns with social institutions as the central cog. If we focus in on 
Figure 3.1: Social Fabric Matrix 
Figure 3.1: Social Fabric Matrix Components (Hayden, 2006, p. 18) 
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the relationship between social institutions and technology, we see that normative criteria 
(Nt) and variant criteria (VarCt) flow from the technology component into the social 
institutions component and that the technology component receives tools, skills and 
knowledge from social institutions. This represents the truth in reality that technology is 
indeed developed by social institutions (which can be anything from a small group of 
mobile application developers to an entire federal government department) but is also 
implemented into society and regulated by social institutions.  
For a historic example, let us take a look at the automobile. When Henry Ford and 
his company (a social institution) began development and mass production of the 
personal vehicle, it was through a complex matrix of social institutions such as 
manufacturing, distribution, marketing, regulatory, and transportation firms and entities 
within the supply chain and a national governing framework. The technology of the 
automobile (or mass production) alone would not amount to the incredible role of the 
personal vehicle in modern society without social institutions incorporating technological 
criteria into society. This relationship clearly explains how two societies with similar 
technology development potential can massively differ from one another due to cultural, 
societal, or environmental criteria.  
The remaining notable aspect of this view of society is that while we can hone in 
on the relationship between technology and social institutions, there are several other 
powerful forces playing a role in criteria delivery to social institutions. Social beliefs, 
which are backed by centuries of cultural values, are the driving force of the social norms 
that place limits upon the role and capability of technology in society. This is why 
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particularly controversial issues, such as the right to abortion, are hardly ever fought 
using terms of technology and capability but instead with morality, ethics, and social 
beliefs. Each of the six components in the model has arrows drawing back into 
themselves, showing the self-reinforcement and adjustment that other components in the 
same category have on each other. Some beliefs shape others, or even supplant them, as 
seen with political movements and religious belief systems. 
There are also personal attitudes, which are independent participant reactions in 
the system, as well as the environment that provides resources and environmental criteria 
in return for technology and waste (which can be in the form of pollution but also in 
opportunity cost). Without an environment capable of providing resources required in 
technology adaptation, the technology will not advance to the desired level. For example, 
the ease of silicon extraction and processing has allowed computer chip manufacturing to 
further advance computers and auxiliary technologies.  
Finally, the society depicted in this diagram (Figure 3.1) is only a subset of all 
societies, which is signified at the bottom of the diagram with system environment and 
delivery and receiving arrows going in and out of the analyzed society. In our analysis of 
societies, it can be quite helpful to maintain the active notion that other complex societies 
outside our own scope can have significant external impact. For instance, the nuclear 
arms buildup of the Cold War caused both the United States and USSR to dramatically 
re-allocate priorities and resources. These national societies exerted external force upon 
each other, influencing the internal social components of both.  
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Now that the social fabric system analysis has been introduced, it can serve as an 
instructive guide as we continue observing the role of technology and augmented reality 
in urban environments and the field of planning.  
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Chapter 4 : Supplementary Technologies  
In order for augmented reality to reach the true potentials that this thesis 
discusses, a number of other existing technologies must also be accessed and further 
developed. The primary relationships between augmented reality and other technologies 
are quite strong, but without a fair number of concurrently developing technologies 
reaching adequate implementation rates, augmented reality will be significantly delayed 
in social rollout. Among these technologies includes virtual reality, artificial intelligence, 
internet capability, data storage, and mobile hardware. The following sections are 
dedicated to explaining why the development of these technologies is so essential to 
successful full emergence of augmented reality.  
 
Virtual Reality 
On the far right end of the mixed-reality spectrum is virtual reality (See Figure 
1.1). Virtual reality, or VR, is the full immersion of an individual or group into a digitally 
rendered experience, as opposed to the quasi-digital realm of augmented reality. VR 
provides critical information for augmented reality technology due largely to its having 
preceded AR in commercial release and widespread adoption.  
Virtual reality devices like Oculus Rift, HTC Vive, PlayStation VR, Gear VR, and 
Google Cardboard are now available to the general public and are introducing the 
concept of a digital environment to thousands every day. With massive companies such 
as Facebook, Samsung, Sony, and Google behind these systems, they have the market 
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potential to reach high status as people become more aware of mixed reality (Scoble & 
Israel, 2016).  
One of the pitfalls of advocating AR/VR technology is the difficulty in describing 
just how powerful the mixed reality medium can be. A major influence in having fruitful 
discussions of the societal potential of this technology is to simply expose people to 
current applications of the technology itself. When someone places a VR headset on and 
immediately finds themselves swimming in a shark-infested ocean, the brain immediately 
snaps to how powerful sensory augmentation can be. In my interview with Marc Asnis, 
Urban Planner/Designer with the City of Portland, Oregon, he described a recent VR 
pilot project proposal for their “Green Loop,” a multi-district park that serves as a focal 
point for an interconnected “citywide greenways network” (A-2). This project aims to 
display some of the visual aspects of the proposed Green Loop in order to construct clear 
models for Portlanders to observe, provide accurate feedback, and build excitement for. 
With VR market values reaching $500 million in 2015 and projections forecasting up to 
$35 billion for 2021, it appears virtual reality may be signaling the success and societal 
acceptance of mixed reality technologies (Tractica, 2016).  
 
Artificial Intelligence 
Artificial intelligence is one of the technologies that seems to always be the 
subject of ominous, dystopian films. From 2001: A Space Odyssey’s Hal-9000 to any of 
the Terminators, science fiction is riddled with twisted versions of AI monstrosities. 
Reality is far more nuanced, however. Artificial intelligence, simply put, is the ability for 
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a machine to dynamically react to its environment and situation in order to accomplish 
some overall goal in maximum fashion (Russell & Norvig, 2016). In essence, machines 
that utilize artificial intelligence and machine learning are able to not only perceive, but 
also learn, their surroundings in a simulated cognitive sense.  
Far too many cities seem to lack preparation for what seems to be more and more 
inevitable: the proliferation of AI technologies into the social fabric. Just recently, the 
“Partnership on Artificial Intelligence to Benefit People and Society” --including 
Amazon, Google, Facebook, IBM, and Microsoft as participants-- has formed to analyze 
and promote the best practices of artificial intelligence for modern society (Partnership on 
Artificial Intelligence, 2017). These massive IT-focused companies are not establishing 
such a group out of frivolity; rather, they each see AI as a rapidly emerging technology 
and want to help implement it at the highest benefit to society.  
Artificial intelligence is no longer an isolated technology being developed for 
manufacturing companies; it now needs to be considered for social roll-out. According to 
a recent Tractica report (Figure 4.1) on AI applications, AI will reach a global market 
value of $11.1 billion by 2024, from $202.5 million in 2015 (Artificial Intelligence for 
Enterprise Applications, 2016). 
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Internet Capability and Data Storage 
The term Big Data can mean many things to different individuals, especially 
depending on the context in which the definition is requested. For the urban planning 
context, Big Data is a rising technological force that seems to indicate a more complete 
network of information (IBM, 2017). The Internet of Things is an encapsulation of 
interconnected data collection and filtering capacities, which means that urban planners 
will soon have potentially more data than they know what to do with. Augmented reality, 
as discussed in Chapter 5, has the beneficial ability to visualize information in compelling 
and intuitive ways. A fully integrated AR system would pair well with the ever-
Figure 4.1: AI Revenue 2015-2024 (Artificial Intelligence for Enterprise Applications, 2016) 
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increasing needs and capability of interconnected data networks. As information becomes 
more and more complex, AR as a medium presents a useful method of filtration and 
visualization of the data. 
 
Mobile Hardware 
The final supplementary technology necessary or complimentary to augmented 
reality development and needing futher development and improvement is the mobile 
hardware device. The mobile phone and tablet market is a massive one, reaching a 
forecasted 2.5 billion users by the end of 2017 and released in new iterations each year 
(Statista, 2016). Currently, few devices exist commercially with intentioned augmented 
reality capability, but with Google Tango and other soon-to-be-released mobile 
hardwares, AR will receive more commercial and developer attention.  
Current mobile devices are not the only form of hardware that seems to lead to 
augmented reality importance, with wearables on the horizon with potential to disrupt the 
established mobile industry. Wearable technology, combined with AR capabilities and 
gesture based controls would enable incredible new ways of interacting with the built 
environment.  
Sub-hardware technology like lenses, battery capacity, data storage, and graphics 
processing are also needed to advance in order to capture higher potentials of augmented 
reality developments. The technology market has been booming for years, with fierce 
competition in new features that can bring in users. With Tim Cook, CEO of Apple, 
stating that augmented reality “could be as big as the iPhone,” it seems the mobile market 
is engaging in an arms race towards AR functionality (Morris, 2017).   
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Chapter 5 : AR Case Studies for Urban Planning 
Now that the history of augmented reality, social fabric analysis, and 
supplementary technologies have been introduced, we are able to delve into the planning-
specific impacts of augmented reality developments. This chapter will cover numerous 
aspects, or fields, of planning ranging from the Planning Process (5.1) to Community and 
Place-making (5.5).  
The role of this chapter is to provide a case-study analysis grounded in planning 
practice and research, building a foundation upon which planners or city administrators 
can work, depending on which function they are considering. The primary planning 
functions discussed are as follows: Planning Process (5.1), Transportation (5.2), Business 
and Economy (5.3), Environment and Natural Resources (5.4), and Community and 
Place-making (5.5). Within each of these are sub-categories that focus the cases and 
research into particular subsets of the larger function (e.g., Biking in the Transportation 
section).  
This analysis isn’t meant to be a complete list of developments occurring in the 
augmented reality field, since it is constantly growing today, but meant to display some 
of the potential and current uses of the technology for planners. The aspects of planning 
discussed in this chapter are commonly found in comprehensive plans for cities and 
communities, and it is my belief that technology in general should become a more 
prominent component of these plans and the planning process, as demonstrated with the 
Social Fabric Matrix (Figure 3.1) of Chapter 3.   
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5.1 The Planning Process   
In the later sections of Chapter 5, we will delve into some specific functions of 
planning and how augmented reality applications could potentially result in effective new 
methods. In this section, the focus will first be on the internal-facing functions of 
planning, such as the process of design, public presentations, and how augmented reality 
fits within the various academic theories of planning. These categories fall within most 
planning fields and remain quite relevant for planning professionals and academics 
within the various focus-areas.  
 
Design Thinking 
For many planners, the design of the built environment informs and reflects the 
social concepts and relationships central to communities. When considering the urban 
design of a place, it is incredibly beneficial to visualize the spatial components and how 
they relate to each other and to the larger community environment. From building 
blueprints to comprehensive plans to GIS-generated spatial analysis, the study of design 
has been an integral force within planning, and for good reason (Gu & Wang, 2010). 
With augmented reality, we can find new ways of thinking about design by using AR 
model construction, display, collaboration and distribution. 
Utilizing existing tools like ESRI CityEngine (Figure 5.1), which displays 3D 
rendered urban landscapes by using GIS functionality with augmented reality capability, 
would allow decision makers and urban planners to immersively interact with digital 
scale models (Esri , 2017).   
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 Taking advantage of three-dimensional models with the three-dimensional 
perspective of augmented reality allows the design of places to be explored, with GIS 
layers providing as much or little detail as desired. This functionality also enables 
individuals who are not experts in planning and GIS software to recognize the spatial 
effects and provide design recommendations based on their own expertise. Augmented 
reality technology also holds the potential to allow designers, working together but in 
different locations, to interact with the same models in real-time, further boosting the 
collaborative power of augmented reality, 3D models, and urban design.  
 
Public Presentations 
Another key activity most planners are involved in is some form of interaction 
with the public. This primarily comes in the form of public presentations and meetings, 
where projects, policies, and plans are presented and discussed. Feedback from the 
populace is a critical informational asset in the development of plans, and oftentimes 
means the difference between success and failure of the effort. In public presentations, 
Figure 5.1: Esri CityEngine Model (Esri, 2017) 
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we can find some interesting opportunities for augmented reality application that enhance 
the efficacy of feedback loops and of visualizations. In extending the concepts introduced 
in the Design Thinking sub-section above, we can apply the strengths of AR design into 
public presentations, facilitation, and charrettes.  
In addition to being able to display immersive 3D renderings of plans and 
proposals, the allure of augmented reality lies with the ability for non-professionals to 
draw conclusions of their own based on observation and personal analysis. Being shown 
2D plans and maps certainly has analytical and evidential value, but providing interactive 
augmented reality representations invites deeper spatial analysis and can reach 
individuals who may not be able to visualize the proposed 3D environment from 2D 
images quite as well.  
The National Charrette Institute, a non-profit education firm with a focus on 
charrette guidance and research, suggests a number of attributes that lead to strong 
charrettes (National Charrette Insitute , 2017). The charrette system is divided into three 
phases: preparation, charrette, and implementation. During the preparation phase, NCI 
recommends Strength-Weakness-Opportunity-Threat (SWOT) analysis, as well as high 
tech modeling. Augmented reality technology could contribute to the SWOT process, 
allowing the spatial analysis representations to enlighten issues that may otherwise go 
unnoticed on flat 2D plans. 
The charrette phase consists of the bulk of public interaction, with public 
meetings, community visioning, at least three feedback loop opportunities, and public 
presentation (National Charrette Insitute , 2017). Augmented reality holds potential 
opportunities for each of these steps, as digital models can be constructed, modified, and 
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presented in affordable and dynamic methods. During the feedback steps and community 
visioning, a model can be digitally altered to incorporate community input, which can 
facilitate substantial building of consensus and a realistic vision of how the community 
wishes to shape itself (Zarraonandia, Aedo, Diaz, & Montes, 2014). The final step, 
implementation, can utilize AR to display the project progress and enable informed 
decision making for incremental refinement.  
In John Forester’s Planning in the Face of Conflict, we see in Lisa Beutler’s 
Chapter 4: “From Nightmare to National Implications: Off-Highway Vehicle and Parks 
Regulation” that the tool referred to as “mind-mapping” can bring dispersed and 
conflicting groups into fruitful collaborative discussions (Beutler, 2013). The tool 
encourages individuals representing sparring decision-making groups to build rapport and 
find common ground through intuitive construction of a visual information model to 
address the conflict.  The ability to display dynamic AR visualizations of the group-
constructed mind-map could provide further room for consensus and fruitful discussion.  
 
Planning Theories and Academia 
For academic planning programs, we again see some similar carryover from the 
previous planning process subjects. The visualization ability augmented reality can offer 
for complex data-sets and urban settings enables new methods of research and 
instruction. City I/O, an MIT project which aims to provide remote, interactive 
augmented urban simulation, is an excellent example of the new capability of AR in 
educational environments (MIT Cityscope, 2017).  
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This project enlists the prowess of big data and cloud computing with augmented 
reality to construct compelling visualizations of urban data. Whether a planning studio 
course is tasked with GIS location analysis (Figure 5.2) or a study of the transportation 
system of a city (Figure 5.3), tools like City I/O and augmented reality in general offer 
creative tools for the ever-shifting educational landscape and demands.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.2: City I/O GIS (MIT Cityscope, 2017) 
 
 
Figure 5.3: City I/O Transportation (MIT Cityscope, 2017) 
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In addition to the hands-on applications of augmented reality for academic 
purposes, AR has implications for some theoretical approaches in planning. The most 
direct theory of planning that augmented reality nestles quite firmly into is that of the 
“Smart City.” Theories of smart cities are those that incorporate growing technology and 
data utilization for increasingly connected and useful places (Picon, 2015). Augmented 
reality contributes to the user-experience of visualized and other sensory information 
adapting to the dynamic smart urban environment. AR allows the user to leverage the 
network of Smart City information to navigate and experience the city in a preferred and 
efficient method (Figure 5.4).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Another theoretical application of augmented reality lies with the concept of 
Smart Growth. The Smart Growth Manual is a handbook that presents a number of 
modular growth techniques for intelligent urban design (Duany, Speck, & Lyndon, 2009, 
Figure 5.4: Augmented (hyper) Reality (Matsuda, 2009) 
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p. xii). The interchangeable and incremental nature of the manual, which organizes 
around four different categories: Region, Neighborhood, Street, and Building, fits quite 
well with the processing and display abilities of augmented reality. Visualizing 
incremental approaches to Smart Growth initiatives can allow planners and educators to 
view alternative modular options presented in the manual.  
Most of these planning process case studies hold relevance for the wide variety of 
planning sub-categories. What follows in sections 5.2-5.5 is focused examples that delve 
into these sub-categories in further detail and specificity. From transportation planning to 
economic development planning, environmental planning, and community and place-
making, there are a multitude of applicable and specific applications of augmented reality 
on the various aspects of the urban planning profession.  
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5.2 Transportation 
  The role of transportation planning has an undeniably massive influence on the 
social make-up of a city. The streets, intersections, sidewalks, bike trails, walking paths, 
and a multitude of other transportation infrastructure components actively and indirectly 
influence the transportation behavior of the citizens within the community.  
 Transportation planning, as with most planning sub-areas, involves in an 
extensive interdisciplinary involvement amongst transportation engineers, architects, 
environmental planners, land-use planners, consulting firms, community stakeholders, 
city administration, and the general public. The transportation system within a city 
essentially serves as the framework for the functioning of the city itself. Flows of goods, 
services, and individuals to and from locations for the purposes of commerce, recreation, 
or other uses often harkens back to the development of cities themselves.  
 Within this section, I will discuss the current developments and case-studies of 
augmented reality for the subsections, focusing on personal vehicles, public 
transportation, biking, and walkability. Transportation infrastructure and policy are also 
deeply engrained into these discussions as they allocate resources and potential to certain 
types of modality. These sub-sections present interesting potential for transportation 
planners in considering the future of transportation planning and the make-up of our 
cities.  
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Personal Vehicles 
When we refer back to the social fabric matrix (Figure 3.1), we see that 
technology is one of six primary social components influencing the mixture and 
deliveries of society. Without the cultural values and social beliefs directing normative 
values towards social institutions, technology would not be able to filter into society. 
When we consider which technologies in the past century have integrated with social 
beliefs and cultural values not many have been more influential than the personal 
automobile. Values like independence, industry, and efficiency have been closely 
associated with owning and operating personal vehicles since their invention. 
With the advent of augmented reality technology (and other technologies), the 
realm of personal vehicles and the transportation planning surrounding them has the 
potential to reach new levels of social integration. What follows are a few examples of 
augmented reality paired with personal vehicles, and what it may mean for transportation 
planning.  
Perhaps the most imminent major fusion of augmented reality and personal 
vehicles lies in a predictable place: the windshield. As the automobile driver’s primary 
visual source of information, the windshield presents an excellent opportunity for 
digitally enhanced reality. Vehicle manufacturers like Ford, Mercedes-Benz, Audi, and 
Kia have already implemented aspects of augmented reality into their research and design 
efforts (Griggs, 2012).  
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A navigation system called “Navion” by technology firm WayRay is a small 
device that can turn any windshield into a robust AR navigation experience (Hall-Geisler, 
2015). The Navion system enables gesture-based interaction and displays simple, 
intuitive navigational information directly onto the windshield (WayRay, 2017). You 
may think to yourself that this might present an added distraction, therefore more 
dangerous behavior, on behalf of the driver, but research suggests otherwise.  
In a paper by the Human-Computer Interaction Institute of Carnegie Mellon 
University, authors Kim and Dey analyze what effects a “simulated augmented reality 
windshield display” has on elderly drivers and their ability to navigate (Kim & Dey, 
2009). They gathered quantitative and qualitative information from elder and younger 
drivers utilizing an augmented reality navigation system, concluding that: “The drivers 
using our display system have significantly fewer navigation errors and divided attention 
related issues when compared to using the regular display” (Kim & Dey, 2009, p. 141).  
When it came to elderly drivers specifically, the conclusion was that the authors 
“have demonstrated both quantitatively and qualitatively that these results hold for elder 
drivers who are more likely to have difficulty in cognitive mapping and way finding” 
(Kim & Dey, 2009, p. 141). This research suggests that infusing necessary navigation 
information directly onto the world being navigated in fact eliminates distraction, 
confusion, and inaccurate decision-making. One can certainly imagine an immensely 
cluttered user-interface having the opposite effect, but careful research and design with 
simple behavioral insights can lead to some positive results.  
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When you begin to imagine the potential of such a display, the world of 
transportation planning opens up considerably. Toyota’s recent AR patents look to 
incorporate augmented reality to eliminate “blind sights” for their vehicles and to also 
display reactive information like real time lane position and speed-adjusted viewsheds 
(Krok, 2016). Current mobile apps like Hudway try to offset the dangerous effects of low 
visibility conditions such as inclement weather and night driving by displaying simple 
navigational information from the mobile device onto the windshield.  
Transportation planners could collaborate with application developers and vehicle 
manufacturers to develop a robust digital transportation system, which could display 
immediate hazard information (e.g., a red danger indicator) as well as aide in the 
direction of traffic at relatively low cost using dynamic route displays. Even simplistic 
information projection like parking availability using data collected from meters and 
garages can eliminate the negative congestion and pollutant effects of the roving bands of 
“rare parking spot seekers.” In theory, a fully realized AR transportation system, brought 
about by the social institutions and components of Chapter 3 and the supplementary 
technologies of Chapter 4, would essentially have no limit of information potential. 
Creative, dynamic, and affordable solutions could offer compelling and competitive 
alternatives to current built environment implementations.  
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Public Transportation 
In the last several decades, the personal automobile has been the dominating focus 
for transportation planning, spurred on by sprawling developments of single family 
housing in suburban areas. This development has been fueled, in part, by the proliferation 
of personal vehicles among the population by either necessity or preference. The 
dominance of single-mode transportation with infrastructure development has placed 
many individuals and families within communities without ample public transportation. 
This singular focus of accommodating the personal automobile has become simply 
unaffordable and inaccessible for many population groups, but with augmented reality the 
public transportation realm may see some potential boosts in usage and social 
importance.  
To many personal vehicle users, public transportation can appear to be a complex 
set of transit maps and connectivity networks. Determining the correct routes, times, fees, 
and bus/train schedules can often turn away novice users who are used to traveling via 
their own cars. As we have seen in previous examples, augmented reality technology can 
be an excellent tool for integrated information display. Perhaps we could apply this 
strength in the case of public transportation. 
An article in Mass Transit Magazine, a public transportation advocacy 
publication, states that “advanced technologies like AR are emerging as the perfect tool 
to simplify mega transport networks and systems and make them more comprehensible 
and personalized” (Kupathil, 2016, p. 1). Augmented reality holds not only the capability 
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of simplifying information to novice users, but personalized information can be 
established for more complex and engaging experiences. The AR windshields discussed 
in the personal vehicle sub-section can also be incorporated with public transportation, 
enabling more efficient routes and robust scheduling (Kupathil, 2016). The connectivity 
of various public transportation modes like train, bus, airport, and water-based travel 
could experience the benefits of higher levels of social and technology cohesion.  
Perhaps the most compelling reason for large-scale augmented reality adoption in 
the transportation planning realm I have come across is accessibility for the impaired. 
Augmented reality is not simply limited to the visual world, but has applications for each 
of the senses (Schmalsteig & Hollerer, 2016). Individuals with visual, hearing, or any 
other impairment rely on a well-run public transportation system to traverse their 
environment, and AR has the potential to increase and personalize this experience to 
adjust for individual impairments. Dynamic tactile applications can translate written 
words and signage into brail or provide audible notifications regarding wayfinding. 
Enabling these users to access public transportation information via customized visual 
and auditory information provision reduces the stress and hazard they currently face 
(Curtin, 2017).  
 
Biking and Walkability 
Many modern transportation and urban planners espouse the value of bikeable 
and walkable urban environments, and for good reason. Biking and walking have health, 
environmental, safety, economic and community building attributes that can greatly 
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benefit a local community (Quednau, 2016). In his influential book Walkable City, author 
and urban thinker Jeff Speck states that the four components necessary for a truly 
walkable community are usefulness, safety, comfort, and interest (Speck, 2013). I believe 
augmented reality can be a valuable asset in each of these criteria.  
In terms of being useful, AR can apply helpful navigational information in real-
time, unobtrusively, for urban walkers and bikers. Similar to the augmented windshield, 
users can have head-mounted or other wearable displays capable of providing routes and 
updated directions based on factors like construction, crowding, and updated pathways. 
Wayfinding best practices like pedestrian circulation, consistent design, color and font 
selection, and many others found in current research can be digitally implemented at 
fractions of the cost of physical infrastructure (Gibson, 2009).   
For the safety component of a walkable environment, AR can also provide 
substantial benefits. Displaying hazard information based on traffic, crime, weather, and 
other harmful conditions can help users directly avoid particular issues during their 
walking or biking experience. Augmented reality can also help emphasize road 
conditions, like rough sidewalks or ill-tended paths, based on public data participation or 
official tracking to help avoid tricky areas.  
If one wishes to gain larger context than individual incidents, visual display of 
crime statistics and data could help a user navigate through preferable, safer 
neighborhoods. This concept could incorporate complex data-sets like less-dangerous 
timeframes and help determine which types of crime are more prominent, as found in 
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current AR crime-spotting apps like SpotCrime: Crime Map (SpotCrime, 2017). A well-
connected augmented reality system could also aid in emergency communication, as the 
user would not need to retrieve a separate mobile device, but have a streamlined wearable 
device that can reach out to geo-locationally optimal emergency services. Increasing the 
usefulness and safety features of AR also contributes to a more comfortable experience, 
fulfilling the third category of walkability. 
Interest is perhaps the most intuitive criterion that can be provided to a pedestrian 
via augmented reality technology. Several of the AR developments listed in Chapter 2 
integrate interesting digital features into real world environments. Pokémon: Go 
compelled masses of people to traverse public parks, landmarks, and cultural sites in their 
cities like never before: on foot (Silver, 2016). Increasing the visual interest in an area 
can lead to intentioned walkable growth, as users are gravitationally attracted to the 
specified location. Gamification and Place-making are concepts I will cover more 
intricately in sections 5.3-Environment and Natural Resources and 5.4-Community and 
Place-making, but for now I will simply state that these two concepts can bring about 
compelling walkable interest among the general population.   
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5.3 Business and Economy 
 When it comes to technological innovation, the private sector is often-times seen 
as the primary driver. Without adequate governmental attention and resources, most of 
the highly influential technologies in society (radio, personal vehicles, GPS) would likely 
not have reached as high a status, but they certainly would not without private investment 
and development. The relationship between economic growth and innovation isn’t always 
surefire, but throughout history this relationship has remained significantly and 
consistently productive. Places that innovate are able to grow and flourish in the 
environment in which they are innovating.  
 The strong relationship between economic growth and augmented reality 
developments seems to open ripe opportunities for firms and urban centers willing to 
embark on fresh territory (The Economist: Leaders, 2017). Competition among cities in 
attracting business within their boundaries is fierce, and enabling the infrastructure for 
the auxiliary technologies detailed in Chapter 4: “Supplementary Technologies,” as well 
as augmented reality, may provide further incentives for firms making locational 
decisions. What follows are some examples of the business and economic applications 
for augmented reality within the realm of economic development planning and 
public/private relationships. 
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Entertainment and Tourism 
As seen in the example of Pokémon: Go, augmented reality has already seen 
massive enterprise potential in the entertainment and tourism industries. Aside from the 
app developer Niantic’s own growth, the mobile phenomenon has economically impacted 
multitudes of businesses and communities.  
During the initial craze, marketing and advertising magazine Inc. published “How 
Pokémon Go Is Driving Insane Amounts of Sales at Small, Local Businesses,” an article 
that detailed how local businesses could benefit from the enormous hype and activity 
(Chen, 2016). Foot-traffic and commerce increased due to creative uses of the app 
features, like placing a temporary “lure” which attracted a geo-located hotspot of 
Pokémon to catch at the business, with real users soon to follow. Local Omaha board 
game café Spielbound brought in users with creative signage (Figure 5.5) and by 
providing much needed battery charging stations (Figure 5.6) inside, leading to drink 
orders during the re-charge period. 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
Figure 5.5: Pokémon Go Signage 
 Figure 5.6: Pokémon Go Charging Station 
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 The future of AR entertainment is far from limited to catching Japanese pocket 
monsters, with location-based entertainment being considered at multiple levels of 
development (Aukstakalnis, 2016). Snapchat, a burgeoning social network primarily set 
on mobile devices has invested heavily into AR functionality, from real-time face 
distorting filters to geo-tagged image markers that can help advertise events at specified 
locations (Kar, 2016). Their recent release of “Spectacles,” camera and app-connected 
glasses, has further bridged the gap from mobile to wearable AR potential (Snapchat, 
2017).  
Economic development professionals have the ability to take advantage of these 
entertainment and tourist growth opportunities by staying current in what developments 
are occurring and encouraging public/private relationships to foster city-wide outreach 
and investment. As augmented reality technology transcends mobile phones towards 
personalized and wearable hardware like smart glasses, the capability and usability for 
immersive entertainment throughout the community becomes significantly more 
powerful.  
Commercial Development 
Local commerce is a major source of financial activity for communities, and AR 
has some specific use-cases that may be relevant to economic development planners. In 
email correspondence conducted with Bob Bennet, Chief Innovation Officer for Kansas 
City, he mentioned a current economic development measure taking place in a shopping 
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mall (Appendix: A-2). Several of the current augmented reality opportunities for 
economic development professionals to implement involve commercial activity. 
 Some of these applications include “SnapShop Showroom” which enables the 
user to overlay unpurchased furniture and décor in a room, as well as “RayBan Virtual 
Mirror” which provides simulated fashion products to be digitally worn and assessed by 
the customer (Doolin, Holden, & Zinsou, 2013). Popular restaurant and business service 
review site Yelp has developed the Monocle AR system to allow users to overlay store 
and restaurant reviews/ratings directly in front of real-world locations via their mobile 
device (Doolin, Holden, & Zinsou, 2013). In a retail perceptions report conducted in 
October 2016 by Manatt Digital Media, around 40% of shoppers confirmed they would 
pay higher prices for a product they could experience through AR; 61% preferred to shop 
at stores with AR implementation, and 71% of shoppers suggested they would frequent a 
store more often if AR options were offered (Leggatt, 2016). 
Imagine scanning a local business district for a Chinese restaurant and 
immediately seeing reviews and helpful information appear above storefronts as you 
stroll along. An entire shopping experience could be held in AR, as you go from unique 
boutiques to popular local hole-in-the-wall food spots. On-the-fly personalization and 
filtering would enable individuals or groups to introduce desired criteria for optimal 
encounters, encouraging return visits and commercial recommendations. 
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Technology Clusters 
A well-known concept for economic developers is that of “clustering.” Clusters 
are, simply put, the geographic collection and accumulation of similar industry firms into 
one particular area or region (Porter, 1998). The most colloquial example is Silicon 
Valley, where computer technology start-ups and venture capital funders have based their 
activity, leading to similar firms desiring funding or investment also locating there.  
Clustering can be a difficult economic scenario to artificially construct in an area, 
especially due to the multitude of contextual forces that may cause businesses to locate in 
one location over another. In “The Emergence of Organizations and Markets,” authors 
Padgett and Powell suggest that two main factors in cluster building are the “presence of 
a diversity of organizations” as well as “anchor tenants” which serve as hubs regarding 
the focal clustering industry (Padgett & Powell, 2012). In their example of life science 
clustering, the authors state that both public and private entities held important roles in 
creating and maintaining cluster activity. Once “local norms for collaboration and 
knowledge exchange” develop, the incubation effect leads to exponential growth and 
external firm attraction (Padgett & Powell, 2012). 
 A similar path can be found regarding augmented reality clustering. While 
augmented reality itself may not currently be prominent enough to serve as a sole 
industry cluster, it holds cluster potential as an auxiliary force through communication 
and innovation. Public/private relationships geared towards AR implementation could lay 
the groundwork and testing grounds for other technology firms and the surrounding 
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industries to locate. With capital investments in augmented reality reaching massive 
forecasts, that money must go somewhere, and a local economy that enables AR and the 
supplementary technologies detailed in Chapter 4 would cast a wide and inviting 
economic net in a rapidly emerging market.  
Workplace Training and Operations 
Regardless of whether augmented reality clustering occurs in a community, the 
technology has some significant business implications that can lead to more efficient 
processes and products. Employers from several industry types are currently 
experimenting with AR capability in their operational and training systems. A study by 
aero-manufacturer Boeing concluded that augmented reality-enabled tablets increased 
work speed by 30% and accuracy by a whopping 90% (Johnson, 2015). This result 
suggests massive potential in higher quality, lower cost products and services.  
Several industries such as construction, architecture, science, engineering, health, 
medicine, aerospace, defense, education, and information technology are researching 
similar AR implications for their business processes (Aukstakalnis, 2016). As their 
systems become more and more refined, the nature of their operation may shift towards 
higher outputs and shifts in labor force. An enterprising economic development 
professional may wish to determine the impacts and potentials of AR for a community’s 
industries as the likelihood of augmented reality implementation increases over the 
coming years. Proper preparation could lead to workforce re-training in relevant fields, 
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shifts in local academic curricula, and comprehensive plan adjustments for fostering 
technological growth.   
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5.4 Environment and Natural Resource Planning 
 The field of environmental and natural resource planning offers a wide variety of 
services related to the natural world within, surrounding, and even far from established 
communities. While technology may seem to be a conflicting concept in relation to the 
realm of nature, there are plenty of examples of sustainability efforts bolstered through 
technological innovation.  
 Geographic Information Systems, or GIS, and remote sensing have revolutionized 
how data is collected, maintained, and utilized (Lefsky, Cohen, Acker, & Others, 1998). 
Public participation by “citizen scientists” in environmental information generation and 
retrieval has seen surges in capability and potential in recent years. While many 
individuals are eager to participate in environmental and natural resource efforts, there 
are often challenges that diffuse their ability to do so. In the following sections, I will 
detail how augmented reality technology can provide further advantages for 
environmental, natural resource, sustainability, and hazard mitigation planners to increase 
their efforts through various means.  
Big Data Visualization 
When considering the role of “Big Data” in environmental planning we must first 
define what big data entails. According to the influential IT advisory firm Gartner, big 
data is “high volume, high velocity, and/or high variety information assets that require 
new forms of processing to enable enhanced decision making, insight discovery and 
process optimization” (De Mauro, Greco, & Grimaldi, 2016, p. 135). From the research 
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and applications we have discussed thus far regarding augmented reality, it suggests that 
AR is a solid solution for growing big data visualization needs.  
When it comes to our ability to comprehend and interpret large data sets of 
complex information, the most effective visualizations often “leverage the strengths of 
the human perceptual mechanisms” (Aukstakalnis, 2016, p. 139). An example of this is 
presented in the Big Data VR challenge, where a team called LumaPie developed an 
interactive information space laid out before the user, enabling exploration of complex 
medical and genetic data. The result of their project was “rave reviews for its ablility to 
rapidly facilitate discovery of tends and patterns in the data even by untrained analysts” 
(Aukstakalnis, 2016, p. 313).  
Another example is the AVIE, or Advanced Visualization and Interactive 
Environment, which is the “world’s first 360-degree stereoscopic immersive interactive 
visualization system” that has motion tracking and HD-audio capability (Shaw & Favero, 
2017). This system is currently being used by the China Coal Technology & Engineering 
Group for the purpose of mine safety training, thereby enabling trainees to experience 
incredibly realistic representations of potential scenarios faced deep underground (Shaw 
& Favero, 2017). The ability to develop interactive objects and experiences using direct 
big data sets can lead to more coherent information sharing, as well as compelling policy 
evidence.   
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User Participation 
For complex natural environments and ecosystems, public participation for 
information gathering and generation has become a necessary way to maintain accurate 
and up-to-date databases. The book Seeing Cities Through Big Data: Research, Methods 
and Applications in Urban Informatics presents a number of use cases and examples of 
the power of user-generated content and participation systems for data-centric decision 
making (Thakuriah, Tilahun, & Zellner, 2017). Information such as socio-economic 
status, quality of life, and mobility of users can lead to broader understandings of 
environmental use. Systems like social media integration and geo-tagged media can also 
provide helpful network and locational insights (Tasse & Hong, 2017). 
In particular, a chapter in the book Seeing Cities through Big Data: Research, 
Methods and Applications in Urban Informatics (Thakuriah, Tilahun, & Zellner, 2017) --
“Developing an interactive Mobile Volunteered Geographic Information Platform to 
Integrate Environmental Big Data and Citizen Science in Urban Management” -- 
discusses the potential for “crowd sourced environmental information platforms” to 
revolutionize the environmental and natural resource planning professions (Tang, Zhou, 
Yu, Gu, & Liu, 2017). Two of the challenges to effective volunteered information 
presented in this chapter are a lack of participant motivation and hardware limitations 
(Tang, Zhou, Yu, Gu, & Liu, 2017).  
As augmented reality technology becomes more robust and prolific, techniques 
like gamifications and integration with social media can provide participation incentive. 
Augmented reality hardware currently faces similar practical challenges, including the 
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device’s battery-life, usability, and mobility. Since these are primary improvement areas 
for manufacturers, it leads to ample opportunities for AR devices to blend with VGI 
(volunteered geographic information) fieldwork demand.  
 
GIS Information Display 
In addition to complex big data solutions, augmented reality is similarly capable 
of unique and effective GIS (geographic information system) display. A current use of 
AR in GIS and spatial analysis is the “Augmented Reality Sandbox” developed by Peter 
Gold of the UC Davis Department of Geology (Gold, 2017). The open-source AR 
sandbox is equipped with projection and depth-aware camera systems and is capable of 
real-time adjustment of digitally overlaid topographic map contours to the physical 
alteration of sand mounds and cavities (Figure 5.7). Additionally, hovering a hand over 
the model produces rainfall with rendered physics detailing stream paths and water tables 
(Schrage, 2016). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.7: AR Sandbox (Schrage, 2016) 
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 This topographic concept could be re-tooled to address GIS applications as well, 
with dimensionally accurate models being condensed to table-sized maps. Gesture-based 
interfacing could enable researchers and users to flag, pinpoint, or adjust the rendered 
GIS model, which can track to the overall system. AR adds the ability for 3D interaction 
as well as easy to understand information display and spatial-analysis. In a world full of 
complex problems, adding another tool for addressing and considering issues can lead to 
significant progress (Poon, 2016).  
 
Hazard Planning 
For hazard mitigation planners, being able to strategically evaluate the assets and 
spatial attributes for a community can mean the difference between success and failure in 
mitigation efforts. Incorporating AR visualization of physical structures and their impact 
for disaster events like floods, fires, and blizzards can help planners and the public in 
gauging a more realistic visualization and determination of the outcome.  
Emergency vehicles and operators equipped with augmented reality windshields 
and devices can react far more effectively when hazardous debris and shifting disaster 
patterns cause danger and confusion (Curtin, 2017). Citizens facing disaster conditions 
could utilize augmented reality headsets or glasses to “provide visual and audio 
guidance” in “seeking refuge, evacuation routes, or emergency assistance” (Curtin, 
2017). Augmented reality programs could guide panic-induced populations towards safe-
zones and can be pre-programmed for a multitude of potential hazards. The level of 
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immediate communicative complexity AR is capable of would be able to provide robust 
guidance and critical information in times of need.   
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5.5 Community and Place-making 
It would be quite the difficult task to separate any category of planning from 
aspects of community and place-making. Within most planning processes, there are 
stages of community consideration, outreach, and/or involvement. In many cases this 
public participation is a requisite component of the specified planning process and duties 
of the planner, but it also delivers a necessary voice --the community itself-- to the 
various projects and policies. Those who are directly affected by these planning decisions 
are often the same ones who can make the difference between successful or failed 
projects. In my interview with David Gaspers, Principal City Planner for the city/county 
of Denver, Colorado, he mentioned how “technology is broadening our reach into our 
community” and that technology can “allow you to measure plan successes and make the 
case for further planning efforts” that are “relevant to your community” (A-4). 
In this section, I will present a number of ways that augmented reality has 
currently and will potentially affect community and place-making efforts. These roles 
include, but are not limited to: public/open space planners, historic preservation planners, 
cultural planners, and healthy community planners. These roles are vital to creating a 
vibrant urban tapestry, and augmented reality technology may become a powerful new 
tool for weaving that fabric.   
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Historic Preservation 
There are many reasons to preserve historic assets and landmarks within a city. 
From the cultural to the economic to the educational purposes, historic preservation 
professionals serve a vital role in the community framework (Meeks & Murphy, 2016). 
While it may seem counter-intuitive to utilize newly developing high-tech tools for 
historic purposes, it becomes immediately clear that technology can drastically enhance 
preservation efforts. A simple example of this is the digital scanning of historic 
documents to enable widespread sharing, as well as the digital perpetuity of the artifact 
itself.  
A compelling application of augmented reality technology paired with historic 
preservation can be found with the High Street Stories project from New Zealand’s 
Historic Places Trust (High Street Stories, 2017). When a devastating 2011 earthquake 
destroyed over 70% of the historic and cultural landmarks in Christchurch, New Zealand, 
preservation professionals embarked on a unique tool --augmented reality-- to 
superimpose accurate historic images on the real-life post-earthquake city when viewed 
with a mobile device. Digital 3D models of the destroyed majestic historic structures 
were created and tagged with geo-location to appear where they once stood.  
Once a user downloaded the appropriate application on their mobile device, they 
could traverse the real world locations and scan the environment, viewing digital overlays 
of what the historic districts looked like prior to the earthquake. Individuals could interact 
with the digital model, which would react to the perspective from which it was viewed, 
and helpful historic information was included with each digital representation, granting 
an immersive and educational cultural experience (High Street Stories, 2017).  
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An application called “Pivot,” developed by Harvard and MIT graduates, hopes to 
expand a similar experience to a global, crowd-sourced platform (Pandell, 2015). Users 
are able to view historic moments at real time locations and also upload their own 
personalized moments in what the developers call “shoebox archiving” (Pivot, 2017). 
The result is a sort of Wikipedia affect applied towards historical tourism, where both 
grand-scale and intimate moments can be experienced second-hand (Figure 5.8). The 
added emotional gravity of being present in the exact same location of the historic events 
viewed only contributes to the importance of the historic and cultural preservation 
(Chang, Hou, Pan, Sung, & Chang, 2015).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.8: Pivot Historic Display (Pandell, 2015) 
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Public Art 
For all thriving communities, the greatest resource is the people within. The 
creativity, expression and perspectives of diverse individuals and social groups provide 
not just beautiful and interesting cultural pieces, but socially important messages. While 
art itself may be subjective, the necessity of its presence in a local community is anything 
but. As our exploration of augmented reality case-studies has revealed thus far, the 
immersive experience and added layers of sensory information AR offers has wide-
reaching impacts, and public art falls squarely in that category (Geroimenko, 2014).  
An example of augmented reality infused with public art is the “Tomorrow’s 
Augmented Reality” murals in New York City by artist Jordan Seiler (Seiler, 2013). 
These murals contains intractable augmented components viewable via mobile device 
application. The mural (Figure 5.9), paired with digital overlay, exemplifies the 
interactivity of physical and digital art, with 3D objects popping out of the mural.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.9: Augmented Reality for Open Spaces Mural (Seiler, 2013) 
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Using similar techniques, the mobile application Lapse provides a set of artistic 
AR experiences across the city of Miami, Florida (Depena, 2016). The project aims to 
augment multiple sensory aspects such as urban soundscapes (Figure 5.10), visual 
images, and written word (Figure 5.11). Each AR component contributes to an overall 
urban adventure, with the artist Ivan Toth Depena urging people to “discover the nooks 
and crannies of the built environment” (Kim D. , 2016). The variety of contributing 
pieces offers different interpretations on what it means to exist and live in an urban 
community, and augmented reality is able to follow along. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Public Health 
The consideration of public health has become more and more relevant to the 
field of urban planning in recent years. Taking stock of how the built environment can 
affect the physical, emotional, and mental well-being of the population has enabled 
community planners and public health professionals to form alliances in order to improve 
conditions (Dannenberg, Frumkin, & Jackson, 2011). As with the previous urban 
Figure 5.10: Lapse “The Sounds” (Depena, 2016) 
 
 
Figure 5.11: Lapse “The Writing” (Depena, 2016) 
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planning aspects, augmented reality may have some profound impacts on the planning for 
public health improvements.  
 In ”How Virtual and Augmented Reality Are Influencing the Future of Health 
Care”, a blog post from the University of Texas Health Center, AR is presented as  
technology capable of providing users with “access to environments well-suited to 
mindfulness and meditation” (UT Health, 2016). Mental health has long been swept 
under the rug of social ignorance, leaving those with minor to major mental conditions 
without adequate means of dealing with issues in social spaces. Augmented reality may 
provide individualized care to be administered and overlaid to offset the negative mental 
health components of the built environment, such as noisy, crowded, and/or dilapidated 
environments (Dannenberg, Frumkin, & Jackson, 2011, pp. 106-116).  
 With the advent of Pokémon: Go, researchers are becoming more interested in 
how mobile AR applications can affect the physical health of users. While Pokémon: Go 
is not specifically tailored as a fitness application, the promotion of physical activity as 
an integral game mechanic leads to similar effects. Recent research into the user-base of 
Pokémon: Go has shown that prior to playing the game, 31% of responding users had met 
recommended activity levels, with that number hitting 75% after the same respondents 
had started playing  (Wagner-Greene, et al., 2017, p. 35). In that same research, the 
authors state that: “public health professionals need to acknowledge the various ways 
innovative gaming technologies such as augmented reality can affect the health of a 
population” (Wagner-Greene, et al., 2017, p. 36). In acknowledging these new methods, 
professionals and planners can help contribute towards the positive factors and try to curb 
or reduce the negative factors.   
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Chapter 6 : Cautions and Concerns  
It is often quite easy to become overwhelmed with the vast potential of new 
technologies, and augmented reality is no different. The dizzying flurry of new ideas and 
disruptive developments often overrides the careful perspective of what the true 
consequences may be. While I consider myself a planner who advocates for technology 
awareness and implementation, I also believe that position encompasses a responsibility 
to ensure that the technology itself does not shatter vital social norms. Some norms are 
simply emergent of tradition, which develop during the course of time, but others are far 
deeper and integral to society.  
When we return to the Social Fabric Matrix analytical framework (Chapter 3), we 
are reminded that technology is but one of six components that make up society. To 
pump all resources and attention into technology and ignore the effects of other sources, 
such as social beliefs and personal attitudes, would be devastating to the institutions upon 
which we would rely to implement the technology. We see this in action with the 
infamous roll-out of Google Glass (Vazquez, 2014). The high cost and unclear function 
of the hardware left Google Glass users with black eyes and immense distrust. This 
situation is a clear example of how impressive new devices themselves are essentially 
worthless in a society that holds values opposed to such a device, even when the function 
itself may not even be truly opposed to such values.  
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Attention 
With individuals already distracted enough by mobile applications and social 
networks, it would be reasonable to assume augmented reality could present some 
potential further harm. During the Pokémon: Go craze many people were robbed, 
involved in accidents and occasionally inattentive of their surroundings. With the rise of 
artificial intelligence capability mentioned in Chapter 4: Supplementary Technologies, 
this affect may be drastically reduced since vehicles may no longer be manually driven, 
but it should still be accounted for in our current discussions.  
Developing systems that consider the hazards in the built environment and 
providing behavioral reminders that the user is still in the real-world can help drive the 
notion that careful consideration is necessary. Cities can designate non-AR zones where 
the technology is deactivated with GIS geo-walling capability, meaning tiered priority of 
attention and security can be implemented. Distraction and inattention are likely never 
going to be completely resolved as augmented reality and other technologies advance 
within society, but through careful design, they can offset negative effects with positive 
ones of their own such as ease of information display.   
 
Social Equity 
The economic reality of our society means that individuals with lesser means 
would not be able to access augmented reality features with relative ease. In the AICP 
Code of Ethics, planners aspire to “seek social justice by working to expand choice and 
opportunity for all persons” with particular focus on “the needs of the disadvantaged” 
(American Planning Association, 2016, p. 2F).  
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Regardless of user access to augmented reality devices, a critical system designed 
with only AR as its functional crux would be a foolhardy endeavor, with the technology 
not reaching maturity for at least a decade in the future. Incremental approaches to 
augmented reality implementation should be adopted so that entire systems are not 
immediately disrupted and members of the population without AR capability are not left 
in marginal status.    
 
Privacy 
With many new technologies and data collection capability, the issue of privacy 
has become tantamount for many users and organizations.  Augmented reality is no 
different in this regard. AR applications such as facial recognition, social networks, 
video-capture, personal information tagging, geolocation, and information collection 
prompt necessary consideration of how far society is tolerant of lessened privacy 
(Wassom, 2014, pp. 43-69).  
 Privacy, like the other potential cautions and concerns, has potential to be 
remediated and enhanced by augmented reality. Data exchanges and collection can be 
visualized for the user’s approval and awareness, beacons can be set for surveillance 
sensors and other data collecting devices, all towards establishing a two-way street for 
personal information flows (Wassom, 2014, pp. 68-69).  
It would be nearly impossible to find a technology or social component that does 
not have some form of negative externality or effect upon society. The goal of planners 
and community decision makers should be to determine how to maximize and extract the 
positive effects of AR while minimizing the impact of potential negative factors.  
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Chapter 7 : The Future and the Present  
In their book Streetfight, authors Janette Sadik-Khan and S. Solomonow state that 
a major force underpinning a successful urban future depends upon “how we leverage 
technology” and that this discussion/argument will become “one of the biggest 
streetfights going forward” (Sadik-Khan & Solomonow, 2016). After reviewing the 
incredible potentials of the particular technology of augmented reality, from our look at 
transportation planning to community place-making to the planning process itself, I have 
a hard time disagreeing.  
The Social-Fabric Matrix framework analysis of society presents a needed tool in 
attempting to understand the complexity of our social environments. Technology is 
powerful, but it is far from the only major component in the overall social framework that 
planners engage in, and it is important to not neglect the other functioning cogs and 
understand the central role of social institutions. The social fabric method of analysis 
allows for both navigating the future, but also grounding probabilities into the reality of 
specific human societies.  
As we review the initial research questions introduced in Chapter 1, we can see 
what insights this research and analysis have brought us.   
 What is the role of technology in our communities? 
 Although the answer to this question varies drastically depending on both the 
technology and community, we have clearly seen through the social-fabric method of 
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analysis that our social institutions and technology serve as necessary interconnected 
components in all societal frameworks. Under many definitions of technology, we see 
vital community-building tools and even communities themselves qualifying as 
technology. This leaves the conclusion that technology is integral to every society, and 
thusly should be considered as a necessary component in policy and decision-making. 
 How important is it for planners to stay current with technology? 
 As addressed in the previous question, it seems quite important and useful to 
consider technology as a key component in communities and cities. While we may not 
have a concise answer to whether planners and planning professionals should stay current 
with all technological advancements, we have seen in our case studies and forecasts that 
some technologies (like augmented reality) appear to be massive incoming disruptions to 
modern society. In my interview with Bob Bennett, Chief Innovation Officer of Kansas 
City, MO, he emphasized the importance “for planners to understand what needs to be 
accomplished and write RFPs that enable industry or entrepreneurs to respond with best 
in breed ideas” (A-3).  
 In my interview with Chase Mullen, Director of Digital Design at MIG Inc., he 
explained that “tools are always changing and evolving and it takes a fair amount of 
effort to stay up to date,” leading to the notion that “what’s important is to understand 
how quick technology is evolving and not to be afraid to try and pull new 
software/methods in from time to time to give them some real-world vetting” (A-6). 
These factors lead me to conclude that planners should most definitely stay current with 
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technology, but should develop criteria and consideration tools for which technologies 
may be most effective to prepare for and incorporate.  
 Should planning professionals consider augmented reality as a useful technology 
in their field? 
 We saw a great number of use-cases of augmented reality in the sub-sections of 
Chapter 5, which represented the different aspects of planning that professionals are 
involved in. For transportation planning we reviewed advanced technologies like 
augmented windshields for personal vehicles, as well as the accessibility and wayfinding 
boosts augmented reality can provide to public transportation and walkability networks. 
For business and economic development minded professionals, AR holds potentials for 
commercial development in augmented advertisement and attraction. Technology firms 
present a unique opportunity for economic clustering if a city encouraged advanced 
technology development and societal release.  
 For environmental and natural resource planning there are a number of uses for 
volunteered information, asset tracking, and big data displays that can influence the 
impact of environmental efforts and education. For community-building and place-
making professionals, AR enables a truly immersive historic preservation experience, as 
well as culturally compelling pieces of public art. Finally, for the planning process itself, 
we were able to dissect the ways augmented reality can massively improve the ability for 
design professionals to collaborate and display their work for interactive public 
presentations.  
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 Innovative funding opportunities such as the DoT Smart City Challenge exist to 
bolster technology advancement and pilot projects for cities and communities of all sizes. 
As seen in the bulk of Chapter 5, there are many potential windows for augmented reality 
to funnel into planning efforts and doing so would certainly garner attention while the 
technology is still in development. For instance, the Plan4Health initiative between 
various groups like the American Planning Association and the Center for Disease 
Control, among others, embarks and funds projects that develop and maintain public 
health.  
 Augmented reality is able to capture some unique wayfinding and communication 
power and would certainly be able to fit within the grant criteria. Innovation within 
communities not only leads to preparation of the future and economic growth, but also 
signals to world that the community itself is actively engaged and interested in shaping 
what the future holds.  
 What concerns may exist with augmented reality in society? 
In Chapter 6: Cautions and Concerns, we looked into what issues may arise with the 
advancement and proliferation of augmented reality technology. While not 
insurmountable, there are certainly some anticipated concerns such as inattention, social 
equity, and privacy to consider. Harkening to the social fabric matrix yet again, planning 
professionals should recognize the role of social beliefs and cultural values in 
communities and in technology acceptance for an overall successful and fair society. 
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In my interview with Chuck Klostermann, NYT Bestseller and prominent cultural 
essayist, he mentioned (A-5):  
“Any decision that’s interlocked with a specific technology will become 
an obstacle the moment that technology is replaced or phased out. So what 
the planner really needs to do is consider what the purpose a given 
technology is serving and work from the position that this need will 
always exist, even as that technological innovation erodes or changes. In a 
weird way, it almost requires the planner to think backwards: What issues 
have ALWAYS mattered to urban communities, regardless of when they 
existed (and how will new technologies fit into that timeless need)?”  
I couldn’t agree with Chuck more. The future is inevitable; that much is certain. 
While we as planners and community decision-makers may not always be at the forefront 
of technological advancement (or not wish to be), the more understanding we can unearth 
about what lies in our future, the more prepared we can be for it. This allows us the best 
chance to develop the mold to our favor, to extract the benefits, and reduce the societal 
costs as much as possible. Our mission is to deliver the “timeless need” that all societies 
require, whatever that may be for each respective community. We cannot shy away from 
the new and scary, but instead must embark towards the strange new world before it 
becomes even stranger. As planners and decision-makers, that is our duty to our cities 
and communities. 
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APPENDIX: Primary AR Interviews 
What follows in this appendix section are screenshots from email interviews 
conducted with a variety of planning professionals and innovative thinkers. The contact 
information has been redacted to retain personal privacy on behalf of the individuals. The 
list of professionals and their job titles is as follows: 
 A-1: Nader Afzalan, Ph.D., Chair of the American Planning Association 
Technology Division. 
 A-2: Marc Asnis, City Planner / Urban Designer with the City of Portland, OR. 
 A-3: Bob Bennett, Chief Innovation Officer at City of Kansas City, MO. 
 A-4: David Gaspers, Principal City Planner for the city/county of Denver, CO. 
 A-5: Chuck Klosterman, NYT Bestselling author and cultural essayist. 
 A-6: Chase Mullen, Director of Digital Design at MIG, Inc., a private consulting 
firm. 
 A-7: Jeff Speck, AICP, Bestselling author of Walkable City, and notable urban 
planning thinker.  
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A-1: Nader Afzalan
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A-2: Marc Asnis 
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A-3: Bob Bennett 
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A-4: David Gaspers 
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A-5: Chuck Klosterman 
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A-6: Chase Mullen 
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A-7: Jeff Speck
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